Radio Alarm Monitoring

Most secure method of monitoring alarm systems
Radio is a more secure technology than either WiFi, Landline or Cellular communications.
It operates independently of all other forms of communication insuring no single point
of failure and ideal for use in high security situations. As well as being more secure
than phone signals, radio signals travel quicker from the point of activation to the
Remote Monitoring Centre enabling a speedier response.
Foreseeing the need for a 2nd extra secure
line of defence, Top Security pioneered the
use of radio for alarm monitoring purposes
in Ireland. Top Security was the first security
Remote Monitoring Centre in Ireland to
be authorised for long range radio alarm
monitoring. Today Top Security offers its
service on a nationwide basis through a
network of high site repeaters boasting
the most extensive private radio network
available in Ireland.

Long range wireless radio monitoring,
provides a highly secure and reliable backup
to the Remote Monitoring Centre and
eliminates the ‘weak link’ in conventional
alarm systems. Radios can be positioned in
a secure location making access difficult. The
intruder is less likely to compromise the
physical radio and it is more difficult to block
radio signals than either WiFi, Landline or
Cellular.

Benefits of Radio Alarm
Monitoring

How Radio Alarm
Monitoring Works

• Truly resilient

• Where an alarm activates a signal is
generated via the radio advising the
Remote Monitoring Centre of the
nature of the alert.

• More reliable and secure
• Protects people, property and
business assets
• Regular polling to insure system is live
• Signals travel quicker enabling quicker
response times
• Nationwide coverage

Support
Top Security can help you with any information
or queries you have in relation to Radio Alarm
Monitoring. Our highly trained technicians are
available 24/7 to help with any queries, provide
guidance and give feedback as required.

• This signal reaches Top Security by
relaying itself through a network
of repeaters to one of our Remote
Monitoring Centres in Dublin and
Cork.
• As well as being more secure than
other forms of transmission, radio
signals are harder to compromise
and travel quicker from the point of
activation to the Remote Monitoring
Centre.
• Using radio in conjunction with the
traditional forms of alarm monitoring
provides customers with a second
line of defence and true resilience.

A knowledge leader in security
Radio Alarm Monitoring, managed by Top
Security, gives you state-of-the-art security in
innovative and cost-effective packages. Cutting
edge technology and software create real-time
security that helps prevent incidents, optimises
security officer’s time and reduces costs. Top
Security can design, install and maintain the
technology equipment used for this service.
Top Security offers a broad range of services
that include specialised guarding, technology
solutions, mobile guarding and corporate risk
management; we customise offerings that
are suited to the individual customer’s needs.
From small businesses to large corporations,
our employees make a difference every day.

For more information on how
Top Security can offer integrated
guarding alternatives for your
security program, please contact
us at Dublin 01-4900333, Cork
021-4968967 or visit
www.topsecurity.ie

